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The seeds of Mount Sugarloaf Croquet Club were planted in early 2008. At that time the West Wallsend 

Bowling Club were in financial trouble and folded. This circumstance left a vacuum for what use to use the now 

vacant Bowling Club building and greens. 

My wife Christine and I having been for a number of years avid croquet players and members of Toronto 

Croquet Club, seized on the opportunity to negotiate the future use of the redundant greens and original Bowling 

Club shed (used for a machinery shed and eventually razed to the ground by fire) with the aim to establish a 

Croquet Club in West Wallsend. 

I approached at that time Lake Macquarie City Council being the owners of the land (part of Gregory Park) to 

ascertain their views on my proposal. I received a favourable response. Subsequently an offer of a lease 

Mount Sugarloaf Croquet Club Inc. 
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covering the whole lands including the then vacant Bowling Club House. Due to the size of the Club House and 

projected maintenance I declined the offer.  

To keep the negotiations from stalling I again approached Council seeking to gain permission to only use the 

greens for a future Croquet Club. Council agreed provided any future leasee of the Bowling Club House agreed 

to the lawns being used for that purpose. 

During the following few months I kept a close eye on the area to ensure that any movement would be quickly 

noticed.  Council eventually granted a lease to the Mercy Community Services (MSC). Upon this advice I 

immediately contacted the MCS at their main office in Tighes Hill (Newcastle). In response they agreed to my 

proposal leaving it open for Chris and me to investigate the formation of a Croquet Club.  

I digress here to point out that during the past few months the lawns fell into disrepair with weeds and 

vegetation knee high. Council slashed the lawns and we inherited what people have called a “Goat Track”. I also 

found to my dismay when we could at least see the surface that it had been stripped and then taken away to 

some other place .Not to be deterred I took my rotary lawn mower and cut the lawns to at least a very 

substandard  playable surface. This was in early August 2008 

Following a written agreement with the MCS the challenge was then to form the Club. Advice from Croquet 

NSW was that any Club to be affiliated with the State body must have a minimum of eight (8) members. Where 

did I get the members from? It was on our veranda at home where I entertained my neighbours and friends. At 

one of the “Get to Gethers” I mentioned my aims to form a Croquet Club and the need for eight (8) members. 

To my surprise and gratitude all volunteered to become foundation members. 

Mount Sugarloaf Croquet Club commenced playing at 9.00am on Tuesday 24
th

 August 2008.The inaugural 

meeting of Foundation Members was held that afternoon on the veranda  

Foundation members attending that meeting are as follows.  Peter & Denise Fitzpatrick, Ron & Fay Bell, Sandra 

Jones, Beverly Rendal,  Maureen Dale, Bob & Chris Ogilvie. Gael Rankin apologised 

The agenda items included the election of the Committee: 

 President-  Bob Ogilvie 

 Vice President  Peter Fitzpatrick 

 Secretary  Maureen Dale 

 Treasurer  Ron Bell 

The next item on the agenda was the naming of the Club. After considering a number of names being suggested 

(West Wallsend, Sugar Valley, and Mount Sugarloaf) resulted in Mount Sugarloaf being adopted. 

Club colours were then considered keeping in mind the colours of other Clubs within the District. Our colours of 

“Bottle Green tops with Cream/White slacks/shorts” were adopted. 

 

 

The recognised Official Open Day was held on 27
th

 September 2008 to coincide with the opening of the MCS 

regional office (now completed renovation of the original Bowling Club building. A very successful day with 

thirty four (34) players from all over the District attending. 
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On the 2
nd

 November Bob Ogilvie was appointed as the “Public Officer “in accordance with the requirements of 

the Office of Fair Trading”.   A position I still hold to date.  

A “Statement of Objectives” was adopted, being as follows 

 Provide an alternate sport within the District; 

 To provide the opportunity for seniors residing in the district to participate in a sport suitable to 

 their age group; 

To allocate playing days including weekends to allow all age groups whether in the workforce or 

retired to participate on a regular basis; 

To provide the opportunity for school children to gain a knowledge of the game of Croquet. 

Incorporation was granted by the “Office of Fair Trading” leading to the adoption of the “Model Rules for 

Incorporated Associations” upon which our Constitution has been based. 

With all these procedural matters dealt with the newly formed Mount Sugarloaf Croquet Club Inc needed to put 

their efforts into the beg, borrow or purchase of the necessary equipment (mallets, hoops, balls etc). 
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Sandra Jones, Ron Bell, Pat Martin & Ray Hunt 

The Club was very appreciative of the assistance of Croquet Clubs from the district and beyond. Hoops were 

manufactured by my brother-in-law, balls were loaned by National Park Croquet Club. Members purchased 

their individual mallets and a set of hoops was donated by Taree Club.  

To assist our finances during this time we were very appreciative of the donation of money from the West 

Wallsend Workers Club, Croquet NSW and Macquarie City Croquet Club.  

  

 

 2009 

With all the preliminary requirements for the establishment of Mount Sugarloaf Croquet Club now being 

finalized effort was then focused on the promotion towards attracting further membership. Our first entry in the 

Year Book (2009) shows a membership of ten (10). It became apparent that we needed more members to 

become a viable and sustainable club .Club members distributed leaflets throughout West Wallsend and on 

Westy’s unofficial noticeboard. The Mercy Community Services included a note advertising our club on their 

local promotional documents.  

Inter club visits both to and from and entry into tournaments was encouraged to show our face across the 

District. A visit from the Jamberoo Croquet Club (November 13
th

 2008) was a pleasant surprise with twenty one 

(21) visitors attending. 

To show our appreciation to the District Clubs for their support an invitation was circulated seeking Croquet 

players to attend a “Fun Day” held on Saturday 23
rd

 May 2009. Due to the substandard condition of the lawns 

play at a tournament level was out of the question. Novelty games were played with the introduction of a 

modified version of “eXtreme Croquet” as played in USA. 
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Mount Sugarloaf Croquet Club was gaining momentum towards the end of 2009. 

A monetary donation was received from Macquarie City Croquet Club together with two (2) gazebos. 

Which was greatly appreciated as we still had no permanent shelter. 

A Come & Try day in October 

A further monetary donation was received from the West Wallsend Workers Club. 

Shavings off the Cardiff Bowling Club’s lawns were made available. . 

The lawns were dethatched. We were on our way to satisfactory lawns. 

An ABN and Tax File numbers were received. 

Lake Macquarie City Council advised that no assistance was forthcoming due to the lands being leased 

by the Mercy Community Services. 

 

On Monday 6
th

 July, Chris Ogilvie and Brenda Wild attended a course to become a Community Coach with the 

Active After School Communities Program. The objective in respect to participation in this program was based 

mainly to introduce children to the game of Croquet. 

The co-operation with the Mercy Community Services was still very strong. They commissioned a “Landscape 

Plan” for the land surrounding the Croquet lawns. The plan incorporated a sensory garden, decking and an 

activity shed with a machinery shed under for our use. (Currently the toilet was being used for storage of our 

equipment).The Mercy Community Services had received a substantial Grant to be expended on the above 

works. 
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Bob Ogilvie, Brenda Wild, Ron Bell, Pat Martin, Sandra Jones & Chris Ogilvie 

Pennants team “Honey Eaters” 

“Most Improved Player of the Year” trophy was introduced. 

The recipients over the years being as follows: 

2009  Fay Bell 

           2010  Gael Rankin 

           2011  Margaret Engelbach 

           2012  Sharon Bell 

           2013  Glenda Yardy 

           2014  Jocelyn Colvin 

           2015  Mark Croese 

Over the years the Trophy has morphed into more of an  

“Encouragement Award” as well as Most Improved. 

New Members joined in 2009 were Sharon Bell, Brenda Wild and Don Rankin. 

2009 Year Book due to resignation and new members listed ten (10) members. 

2010 

January 2010 saw further movement on the Mercy Community Services’ proposal to upgrade the areas 

surrounding the croquet lawns. Due to the proposed Activities shed encroaching onto one of the croquet lawns 

we reluctantly agreed to establish a half size lawn. Thus leaving us with one  

full size and a half size lawn.  

Meanwhile our club had no shelter should the weather be inclement. Many a day during rain showers were spent 

huddled under umbrellas waiting for the showers to cease. 
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About mid-year the Adamstown Croquet Club advised that they will be folding and asked if we would be 

interested to purchase any of their now redundant equipment. I inspected the hoops, balls, etc. Made an offer 

and acquired much needed equipment. 

Mount Sugarloaf was becoming established and welcomed throughout the District. Membership was steadily 

growing and administration was becoming more professional (we actually purchased a PO Box).  

A New Club Grant was received from Croquet NSW to assist our club’s continued growth. For which we were 

very appreciative. 

On Thursday/Friday 7
th

 & 8
th

 October the full size lawn was scarified, aerated and top dressed by East Lakes 

Turfcare. A degraded area was also re-turfed at that time. 

 

Returfing Full Size Lawn 

 

In partnership with the MCS we expressed our willingness to submit a Grant Application for the installation of 

water tanks, pump, and the associated    pipe-works. The above works needed to be completed prior to the 

erection of the proposed Activities Shed 
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Opening Day Mercy Services Activity Shed 

 

 

New members joined 2010 -  Lesley Hannaford, Ray Hunt, Pat Martin  Brenda Wild, Lachlan Ogilvie and 

Margret Engelbach and Lesley Joass 

2010 Year Book due to resignation and new members listed fourteen (14) members. 

 

2011 

This year saw a steady growth in both membership and finances.  

Membership a most important aspect of the viability of the Clubs progressed with an increase of seven (7) 

members during 2011 The three playing days Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday proved to be successful giving 

members a choice and spreading the load on the lawns. We now had 21 members but we needed to promote the 

Club to retain the numbers when natural attrition would undoubtedly mean the loss of members possibly over 

the coming year. 

Our representation at District Tournaments was proportionally higher than most other Clubs and our success rate 

in winning or runner up in our respective groups was also reflected in our determination to practice and 

understand the tactics and rules of the game.  

Interclub visits throughout the year to Nelson Bay and Myall Park was well attended and enjoyed by the host 

clubs. No stress just a lot of fun and new friends met.    
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 The game of Gateball was introduced to our Club mainly through the efforts of Secretary Brenda Wild.  Whilst 

speaking of Brenda her tireless work in the After School Program should be acknowledged by the Club.  

The receipt of two (2) Government Grants for Lawn Upgrade and Water Tanks has seen a great improvement in 

the playing surfaces.  

I at that time was trying to negotiate the installation of a sprinkler system on the small lawn with unexpended 

funds from the Water Tank Grant. It was pleasing to see the Mercy Community Deck and Activity Shed being 

constructed. The Mercy Community Services indicated that a new agreement Between MCS & MSCC upon 

completion of the current works on the Activity Shed was forthcoming.  

 

Mark Croese, Brenda Wild, Bill Munns, Chris Ogilvie, Ron Bell, Fay Bell, Beverly Rendal, Lesley Hannaford 

Sharon Bell  

New members joined during 2011 Mark & Denese Croese, Bill &Marie Munns, Bob & Julie Nelson and Pat 

Nitschki. 

Membership is the most important aspect to the viability of the Clubs progress into the future. 

2011 Year Book due to resignation and new members listed Sixteen (16)  members 
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2012 

The erection of “Jeffrey’s Shed” thanks to the generosity of Sharon Bell had obviously increased the well being 

of the Club members generally. We had at last somewhere to escape the inclement weather and a Club House to 

socialise. Thanks must also go the Mercy Community Services for their assistance in obtaining Council’s 

permission. 

 The three playing days Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday has continued to be successful giving members a 

choice and ensuring that all those attending on their respective days can play three(3) games. The Club now had 

twenty nine (29) members and very close to maybe our upper limit to retain the social and cohesiveness of the 

Club. Despite of this we need to promote the Club to retain the numbers to allow for natural attrition which may 

mean the loss of members over the coming year. 

Our representation at District Tournaments has continued to be proportionally higher to that of most other 

Clubs. Our success rate in winning or runner up in our respective blocks has also reflected our determination to 

practice and understand the tactics and rules of the game. I congratulate not only the winners but all members 

who have participated. I encourage the new members to consider taking up the challenge. Fun Days and Gala 

Days are really no different to playing on the home days. 

 Bill Munns and Brenda Wild obtained Golf Croquet Coach accreditation. 

The receipt of two (2) Government Grants for the Lawn Mower/Whipper Snipper and the upgrading of the half 

size lawn has seen a marked improvement to the lawn surface. I take this opportunity to thank the members who 

assist in working B’s and especially Ron Bell for his commitment in assisting to the cutting and watering of the 

lawns. 

New member joined during 2012 -  Glenda Yardy  

2012 Year Book due to resignation and new members listed Twenty one (21) members.  

 

  

2013 

January 2013 saw further work on the Club House in the form of drainage and painting of the exterior. 

On a clear and sunny morning, Saturday 22
nd

 February 2013 Mount Sugarloaf Croquet Club officially 

opened our small but necessary Club House. The occasion was attended by a gathering of croquet 

players, family and friends. 
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Sharon Bell 

Jeffrey’s Shed is named in the memory of Jeffrey Bell our most ardent supporter who passed away on 

11
th

 May 2011 
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Over the weekend of 1
st
 & 2

nd
 February a Coaching Course was held at Maitland Croquet Club mainly for 

members wishing to become coaches of Golf Croquet. Both Bill Munns and Brenda Wild attended were 

successful in being presented with Level 1 coaching certificates. 

Membership reached a maximum of twenty nine (29) at about the Annual General Meeting held on 13
th

 July 

2013. This peak in membership was only celebrated for a short period of time due to the resignation of four (4) 

players at that meeting. 

 

 

 

New members joined during 2013- Margaret Walker, Jocelyn Colvin, Lorraine Balcomb, Maree Blaze, Di 

Richardson. 

Three from Probus - Deslie Cameron, Mavis Turner and Lyn Thomas  

2013 Year Book due to resignation and new members listed Twenty one (21)  members. 
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2014 

The most significant developments throughout 2014 are as follows: 

1 The introduction of Monday morning maintenance of the lawns club house and surrounding areas.   

 

2 The introduction of the Half Court Challenges. 

 

 
6

th
 Birthday Celebrations 

Prior to the Monday morning regular maintenance the lawn mowing watering and poisoning of intrusive weeds 

was carried out on a ad hock basis.  Due to this the lawn surfaces were still not to a standard suitable for District 

Tournaments. A few members tried their best. Some change was necessary.  

Co-operation with the Mercy Community Services (Now Mercy Services) demarcation for the responsibility of 

maintenance for different areas was negotiated. The Croquet Club was responsible for the lawns and verge areas 

within the confines of the original Bowling Greens. Obviously the maintenance of the Club House fell to The 

Croquet Club. 

The Mercy Services is responsible for the maintenance of the surrounding areas and gardens.  

The lawns improved remarkably allowing Mount Sugarloaf Croquet Club to organise and successfully run a 

District Tournament. Due to the configuration of our lawns being one full size and a half size lawn it was 

decided to have a “Half Court Challenge”. Two (2) very successful Challengers were held during 2014 with a 

further Challenge in March 2015. Such challengers were limited to 24 players and well represented from many 

Croquet Clubs throughout the district. 
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Half Court Challenge 

New members joined during 2014 Chris Courtney, Bob Courtney, Jim Needs, Joy Grogan and Irene Spruce.-  

 

2014 Year Book due to resignation and new members listed Twenty six (26)  members. 

 

 

2015 

A very quite year running up to our 7
th

 Birthday due to being frugal on expenditure to ensure enough funds were 

available to install an irrigation system to water the full size lawn. 
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Jocelyn Colvin, Bob Ogilvie, Glenda Yardy, Fay Bell, Ron Bell Mavis Turner, Chris Ogilvie 

March half court challenge----7
th

 Birthday Celebrations 

 

The installation of sprinklers on the large lawn was seen as essential to lighten the burden on members. It would 

be our largest expenditure and finalise any major works required to upgrade the lawns. Council Approval 

received 29
th

 October 2015. A 50/50 State Government Grant was successful. It is anticipated that the works 

will be carried out in 2016. 

 

Policy Document 

At the bequest of CNSW the Club’s By-Laws have been revised A new listing was prepared by the Committee 

and presented to the Club members as a whole  
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Christmas Party 2015 held at Shazzas’ Cafe 

New members joined to date during 2015 Di Taylor 

2015 Year Book due to resignation and new members listed Twenty four (24)  members. 

 

Over the years the Clubs members have excelled at District and State Tournaments well above the average 

considering a membership in the low 20’s 

A significant win during the year was the NSW GC Handicap Singles by Don Rankin. 

 Significant Member –Brenda Wild 
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Brenda at Christmas Party 2015 

 

Brenda Wild – Croquet History (In her own words) 

 

During 2008 I decided to look for a sport that wasn’t physically demanding on my body after playing hockey, 

squash & tennis for over 35 years.  I was thinking of lawn bowls till I noticed a “Come n Try Croquet” 

advertisement in the local paper.  After visiting Newcastle National Park Croquet club a couple of times I 

noticed there was a club at West Wallsend – Mount Sugarloaf Croquet Club (MSCC).  I enquired with MSCC 

secretary (Chris Ogilvie) & went along for my 3 free visits & joined in November 2008.  From the very start I 

thoroughly enjoyed Croquet as it involves tactics & hand/eye coordination. 

 

 

After receiving coaching, learning the rules of the game & court etiquette I entered my first competition - I 

didn’t win many games but found it was a great learning experience.  There’s a lot to this game of 

CROQUET!!!  Having thoroughly enjoyed the competition I have since entered, and won some, events around 

the state and interstate as well. 

Mid 2015 I was selected to play in the CNSW State Team for the Inter State Shield (ISS) for Golf Croquet. The 

national event (ACA Open Womens Singles) was played before the ISS where I won the Plate – very, very happy 

& proud of the result. 

I also play gateball – competing in both State & National events in NSW & Victoria. 

I’m now playing ricochet which is helping with my Golf croquet as it requires long rochets & better placement 

of all the balls. 
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I was taught a very important lesson early on at MSCC that we all should play by the rules and observe court 

etiquette as playing away it’s very noticeable that other clubs don’t follow this & it’s rather disappointing to see 

how others play!!  Congratulations to Chris & Bob O for instilling this in all MSCC members. 

In August 2014 at CNSWs AGM I was elected as Junior Vice-President, 2015 as Senior Vice-President then 

transferred to being a Director on the Board of CNSW in October 2015.  In January 2015 I offered to become 

the Membership/Insurance Officer of CNSW.  Both jobs I find very fulfilling but unfortunately don’t allow as 

much time for Croquet but 2016 will be a better year!!  

 

 

 

GRANTS 

For a Croquet Club with only a relatively small membership to be viable the assistance of State and Federal 

Grants is essential to acquire adequate playing surface, equipment and shelter. Over the years a number of grants 

have been sought. Some have been successful with others being declined.  

 

Full Size Lawn 

Upgrading of the full size lawn surface by scarifying, aerating, turfcut bare areas and laying new turf. 

NSW COMMUNITY BUILDING PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM 

Submitted—20
th

 July 2010 Successful 

Completed 22
nd

 August 2011 (Eastern Turfcare) 

50/50 grant Total cost --$4995.00 

 

Half Size Lawn 

Upgrade of the half size lawn surface by scarifying, aerating, and topdressing. 

NSW COMMUNITY BUILDING PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM 

Submitted—7
th

 October 2011 Successful 

Completed 22
nd

.September 2012 (Eastern Turfcare) 

50/50 grant Total cost --$2500.00 

 

Rain Water Tanks-Half Size Lawn 

Supply and installation of two (2) 10,000lt water tanks and sprinklers to the half size lawn and sensory gardens. 

NSW PUBLIC FACILITIES PROGRAM 

In partnership with Mercy Community Services 

  -Successful 

Completed 28
th

 October 2011(Australian Eco Shop) 

50% NSW Grant-25% MCS-25% MSCC Total Cost --$14,595.00 

 

Mower 

Supply of Cylinder Mower  

Federal Govt. VOLUNTEER GRANTS 

Submitted 7
th

 June 2012 Successful 
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Completed -2
nd

 November 2012 

Total Federal Grant $2000 

 

Club House (Jeffrey’s shed) 

Construction of a 4mx5m Club House between the two lawns. 

NSW SPORT AND RECREATION PARTICIPATION FACILITIES PROGRAM 

Submitted 2
nd

 August 2010 

Council Approval 3
rd

 September 2012 

Grant unsuccessful 

Sharon Bell, Jeffery’s wife and a member of MSCC donated 50% of the cost of the shed. 

 

Full Size Lawn Rain Water Tank and Sprinklers 

Supply and Installation of a 2000lt water tank and sprinkler system to the full size lawn 

S&R PARTICIPATION AND FACILITY PROGRAM 

Advised unsuccessful 8
th

 September 2014 

Resubmitted 28
th

 July 2015 

NSW COMMUNITY BUILDING PARTNERSHIP 

Seeking 50/50 grant  

Grant Successful 
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Office Bearers over the years: 

NOTE: The Committee is elected mid-year to 

coincide with the Financial Year 

2008 Foundation 

President  Bob Ogilvie 

Vice President -  Peter Fitzpatrick 

Secretary  Maureen Dale 

Treasurer  Ron Bell 

Games Captain  Chris Ogilvie 

2009/10 

President  Bob Ogilvie 

Vice President -  Ron Bell 

Secretary  Brenda Wild 

Treasurer  Ron Bell 

Games Captain  Chris Ogilvie 

2010/11 

President  Bob Ogilvie 

Vice President -  Ron Bell 

Secretary  Brenda Wild 

Treasurer  Ron Bell 

Games Captain  Chris Ogilvie 

2011/12 

President  Bob Ogilvie 

Vice President -  Ron Bell 

Secretary  Brenda Wild 

Treasurer  Ron Bell 

Games Captain  Chris Ogilvie 

 

 

 

2012/13 

President  Bob Ogilvie 

Vice President -  Ron Bell 

Secretary  Brenda Wild 

Treasurer  Ron Bell 

Games Captain  Chris Ogilvie 

2013/14 

President  Sandra Jones 

Vice President -  Don Rankin 

Secretary  Leslie Joass 

Treasurer  Bob Ogilvie 

Games Captain  Ron Bell 

2014/15 

President  Sandra Jones 

Vice President   Don Rankin 

Secretary  Gael Rankin 

Treasurer  Bob Ogilvie 

Games Captain  Ron Bell 

2015 

President  Sandra Jones 

Vice President -  Jocelyn Colvin 

Secretary  Chris Ogilvie 

Treasurer  Glenda Yardy 

Assist Treasurer  Bob Ogilvie 

Games Captain  Ron Bell

 


